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Double the Air

Air pockets, along with a special grooved seat design, provide   
exceptional classroom seating comfort. 
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Textured Grooves for Optimal Air Circulation
Uniquely designed, textured seat provides optimal ventilation for  
longer seating comfort.

Aerodynamic Design
Inspired by the automotive industry.   

 

Loaded with Unique 
Design Features
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Safety Designed to Reduce Slipping
kíboo pays close attention to detail. With the glides on the skid-base chairs the 
designers not only thought of the appearance of the chair, but also of keeping the 
�oor undamaged. 

Stylish Base
Heavy duty stylish casters are just one of six frame options. 
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Six Choices

Six di�erent and unique frames - each available in multiple seat heights and color options. Our designers chose color palettes with calm tones - perfect for 
harmonious classroom environments.

 * in accordance with DIN EN 1729; stepless height adjustment on the model with the caster base
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A Sleek, Engineered Design

The following pages will present the unique advantages  
of kíboo. Convince yourself, but don't fall o� your chair.



Fresh Air for Students
Fine grooves in the shell ensure air circulation between the seating surface 
and clothing. This makes it very comfortable even for extended seating periods. 
 

Wonderfully hollow!
Robust and comfortable air cushioning. The hollowness in the seat shell 
replaces soft material such as foam or textiles. This creates durable seating 
comfort without standard wearing parts. 
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Ergonomic Footprint
A perfect seating height for multiple students. 

Adjustable footrest option can accommodate a wide range of students with the
same chair. Older students won’t need to bend down for eye contact and little
ones can have their feet securely placed on the footrest.

Easy-to-Carry Hand Grips
The opening at the bottom of the backrest allows for comfortable handling when
moving chairs to another location. Students won’t be twisting sideways when
carrying the chair to another room.
 



Non-Skid Glides
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Tilting Yes – Slipping No
Tilting can have a positive e�ect on posture and concentration. To help avoid
accidents, the kiboo glides have a soft “brake block” to prevent sliding out
from under students while also protecting �oors.

Important Bene�ts

  Individualization: Each seat shell has space for a name plate.

  Armrests for ergonomic seating: All chairs can also be delivered 
with armrests.

  Cover: If desired the seat shells of most models can be delivered 
with a �rmly attached cover. 

  Recycling: The shell is made of robust polypropylene (PP).  
This plastic can be 100% recycled.

  Simple cleaning: The shell is completely sealed. No water gets 
through when it is wiped with a damp cloth.

  Fire prevention: The Atmosphere Gray color variant can be 
 delivered in a �ame retardant version (�re protection class B1). 



 

Manufacture: Germany



  

System character: Available in a variety of styles and colors.
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Z-shaped steel base supports movement and a healthy posture. Other kiboo frames are also designed with ergonomic support bene�ts.  

Practical
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Mobile furniture promotes a dynamic educational environment while kiboo’s unique shell keeps circulation moving!
 

 

Caster Options
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Hold your Posture!
 
All kiboo chairs come with or without arms - providing comfort for educators. 
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Ergonomic and Comfortable Armrests
Ergonomic advantages with a comfortable distance on the right and left. Perfect
for meeting rooms and teacher areas.

Height of armrests is selected for optimal comfort within work areas.  

  
     

kíboo is even available  
in upholstered options. Contact 
us or see our website for a  
complete selection.



Cantilever chairSkidFour-legged

One Chair – Many Possibilities

Order options for your kíboo air cushion chair

 

 
 

If not otherwise speci�ed we  
deliver 9006 White Aluminum.Frame color

9006
White  

Aluminum

CHRO
Chrome

9010
Pure White

7015
Eternity Gray

7037
Atmosphere 

Gray

P046
Lima Green

P040
Turquoise

P038
Riviera Blue

P045
Tandoori Red

L024
Sa�ron Orange

1018
Zinc Yellow

 

Plastic glides  STFK
For hard �oors: ROLWFor soft �oors: ROLH Only required  

 for swivel chairs. 

Felt glides  STFF

3. Soft casters2. Hard casters1. Support foot

 If not otherwise speci�ed we deliver GLKU.  
We don't o�er enhanced plastic  
glides for these chairs.

Glides
Felt

GLFI

Glides
Plastic

GLKU

 If not otherwise speci�ed  
we deliver K801 Lima Green.Seat shell color

K801
Lima Green

K806
Eternity Gray

K805
Atmosphere 

Gray

K804
Tandoori Red

K803
Sa�ron Orange

K802
Riviera Blue

  
K8CM Atmosphere Grey
(flame resistant)

K8CM
Atmosphere 

Gray
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Size Item no.

Footrest 2 (12.25”)  
4 (15”) 558028

Footrest 3 (13.75”)  
5 (17”) 558029

Footrest and 
armrest

2 (12.25”)  
4 (15”) 558240

Footrest and 
armrest

3 (13.75”)  
5 (17”) 558250

 - footrest chair

 - footrest chair with armrests

10  
YEAR  

GUARANTEE

GS  
TESTED

Specify seat shell color, frame color and glide type (p. 16).

Specify seat shell color, frame color and glide type (p. 16).

Swivel chairZ-shapedFootrest chair
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Size Item no.  

Four-legged

3 (13.75” cm) 558003

4 (15”) 558004

5 (17”) 558005

6 (18”) 558006

7 (20”) 558007

Z-shaped

3 (13.75”) 558033

4 (15”) 558034

5 (17”) 558035

6 (18”) 558036

7 (20”) 558037

Skid

3 (13.75”) 558013

4 (15”) 558014

5 (17”) 558015

6 (18”) 558016

7 (20”) 558017

Cantilever chair
5 (17”) 558025

6 (18”) 558026

7 (20”) 558027

Specify seat shell color, frame color and glide type (p. 16).

Four-legged with  
armrests

5 (17”) 558200

6 (18”) 558201

7 (20”) 558202

Z-shaped with  
armrests

5 (17”) 558210

6 (18”) 558211

7 (20”) 558212

Skid with  
armrests

5 (17”) 558220

6 (18”) 558221

7 (20”) 558222

Cantilever chair  
with armrests

5 (17”) 558230

6 (18”) 558231

7 (20”) 558232

 - with armrests

Specify seat shell color, frame color and glide type (p. 16).

 - standard
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 - swivel chair  (with and without active mechanism)

Size Item No.
  

 
 

Gas lift 3 (13.75”)  
6 (18”)

558040

Gas lift active 558042

Gas lift 5 (16”)  
7 (21”)

558050

Gas lift active 558052

Specify seat shell color, frame color, and base or casters (p. 16).

 - swivel chair with armrests (with and without active mechanism)

Gas lift with armrests
5 (16”)  
7 (21”)Gas lift active  

with armrests

Specify seat shell color, frame color, and base or casters (p. 16).

 - swivel chair with premium cruciform base (with and without active mechanism)

Gas lift, premium
3 (13.75”)  
6 (18”)

558090

Gas lift active, 
premium 558092

Gas lift, premium
5 (16”)  
7 (21”)

558100

Gas lift active, 
premium 558102

Specify seat shell color, frame color and type of casters (p. 16).

 - swivel chair with premium cruciform base and armrests (with and without active mechanism)

Gas lift, premium  
with armrests 5 (16”)  

7 (21”)Gas lift active, premium 
with armrests

Specify seat shell color, frame color and type of casters (p. 16).

558270

558272

558291

558293
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Harmonious Colors Designed for Optimum Learning Environments
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Colors have an e�ect: they can be stimulating or calming. They can be used 
deliberately to increase motivation or to encourage regeneration. To give 
you plenty of creative freedom we o�er kíboo in a wide range of colors. 
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Guaranteed for Thousands of School Days



Quality Products from Germany - 
Designed to Last and Last!

Kí
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www.gresscoltd.com
800.345.3480

http://www.gresscoltd.com/

